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Abstract

The increasing un-sustainability of the built university and the rise of the apparent mass democratization or synchronization of higher education through the virtual Massive Open Online Course [MOOC] is occurring concurrently with the mutation of the historically grounded Accident into the Knowledge Accident. The standardization of higher education through the MOOC has created the conditions for the Knowledge Accident, the “integral accident”, of the built university. This is where we find the present state of the university, in a moment of crisis grounded in unconstrained "progress".

The current form of the MOOC, begun in 2011, has expanded and evolved with such rapidity that the effect cannot be accurately analyzed or observed. It's perceived success is framed solely within its temporality and rapid growth, obscuring the potentially detrimental effect on the built campus. The ‘pedagogical campus and classroom’ is being replaced by the individual screen and the living room; the classroom becomes in effect chair-less. This conflict of temporal vs. real, hierarchical vs. horizontal has created the conditions for the fragmentation of the built university; the accident is unknown.

The evolving theory of the accident becomes a lens through which to assess these the conditions of the present, specifically the increasing vulnerability of higher education and the built university.

The temporal nature of the digital is generating, but also obscuring the detrimental effects on not just the built university, but higher education in general,
shielded behind data generated illusions of progress and success. This theses
caters to the virtual MOOC, becoming the design for its built infrastructure while
exposing the accident of the virtual: its corrosive effects on meaning and place.

Architects have the ability to preemptively respond.
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**Executive Summary**

Chapter 0: "The Historian Recounts the Collapse of the Ivory Tower"

incorporates the Fall semester thesis preparation work. It looks closely at the historical and social factors that have led to the massification of the traditional built university in the United States. The thesis preparation book traces major shifts in higher education, through the phases of colonialism, nationalism, and globalization. Therefore, the time frame studied is from the founding of the first universities in the United States prior to the Revolutionary War through the present day. Major advances in higher education occurred during these periods. During the phase of nationalism, defined in this thesis book from the founding of the United States through WWII, higher education began to become readily accessible through federal regulation, with the founding of the first public universities. After WWII, the Serviceman's Readjustment Act massively expanded higher education to the mass populace. The book then traces the shift of the massification of the university, both in terms of built space and social factors. These social factors include increases in government funding and spending, rapidly increasing tuition, and increasing enrollment. This thesis argues that these factors have led to an unsustainable future of the traditional built university.

The thesis preparation book also incorporates a brief history of the rise of virtual online education, and how advances in virtual education have occurred concurrently with great advances of technological innovation over time. Eventually these various experiments in technological advancement and higher
education have led to the conditions for the Massive Open Online Course, the MOOC to form. The MOOC allows for higher education to be accessible to millions through the internet from any location with internet access.

The combination of increasing technological advancement and the massification of the built university have created the conditions for what this thesis terms, "the Knowledge Accident". Building on the theory of the accident by Paul Virilio, the "Knowledge Accident" is defined as the unintended consequences of virtual higher education on the built university. In this conceptual thesis, it is theorized that this unsustainable nature of the university will lead to a reconfiguring of the built university as we traditionally know it, in favor of designing the built space and the physical infrastructure around which virtual online education functions. This thesis is an architectural exploration of the Knowledge Accident.

40 sq. ft or 800 servers: Designing the Wasteland of the University is the architectural proposal of the Knowledge Accident. This incorporates the design aspect of the thesis project from the Spring Semester. The design seeks to exploit the fact that higher education no longer needs to exist within the realm of the built, but can instead exist within the virtual cloud. The thesis proposes that a university for six million students can be incorporated utilizing servers within a building footprint of 40 sq. ft, or on 800 networked servers. How then, does architecture respond, and what does the built landscape of higher education look like?
The built framework for the virtual university is centered on Roosevelt Island, historically an architectural testing ground for the city of Manhattan. The project is located next to Cornell University's future Tech Campus south of the Queensboro Bridge. Instead of the traditional classroom and lecture hall, this new university becomes a factory for virtual higher education, building on the historical shift towards the massification of higher education. The design for the thesis becomes a built infrastructure powering a university for six million students. The university does not cater to a student body, or the individual. This project becomes an autonomous university to sustain virtual higher education. It becomes a factory of higher education, powered by 800 servers existing within 40 sq. ft of building. What becomes significant is that so little square footage can sustain that scale of higher education and learning.

The server room serves two functions. The first is to support the computing necessary to support massive virtual online education. The second is to provide the data storage necessary to support a 3-D print factory on Roosevelt Island, tasked with creating and printing individual learning spaces that can be delivered around Manhattan. The design of the 3-D printers recognizes the fact that the traditional built campus is no longer relevant in the age of virtual education that can be deployed on a smart phone or tablet from any location. Therefore, the role of the built campus shifts from defined archipelagos of knowledge within the built landscape, to individual learning spaces that can be located in any location; individual archipelagos of learning.
The spectacle of this design for the built infrastructure of the MOOC becomes the storage tower for the 3-D print material. This becomes the new Ivory Tower for the virtual university. The 3-D print material arrives in plastic pellet form, deposited into a bucket elevator system, which slowly fills up the tower with 3-D print material. This spectacle occurring within the tower is visible from Manhattan. The pellets are then converted to plastic filament and delivered to the large 3-D printers in order to create these individual spaces and classrooms.

The forms created by the 3-D printer become a pastiche of architectural forms extracted from the traditional built university, and tropes within architectural discourse. These forms, 8-12 feet in length and width become the built representation of the new virtual university. The 3-D printed forms play on the potential for the mass production of the built university, by creating and deploying an endless stream of objects to be deployed within the city. The 3-D printed objects are delivered across the East River on an overhead conveyor system that spans the river. This delivery method allows for the mass produced university to achieve a sublime and visual effect on the landscape. The very visible nature of the 3-D printed object's delivery then plays into the desire for instant gratification through the virtual by the individual. The university comes to you.

The narrative of the Knowledge Accident ends with the removal of the 3-D printed object from Manhattan after its use is no longer necessary, emphasizing the temporal nature of virtual higher education. The object is removed, and delivered to the contoured roofscape of the factory, creating a junkyard, or
wasteland of higher education in the removal of the 3-d printed object. The built university in effect becomes a temporal construct dictated by the needs of individual, fed and powered by 40 sq ft or 800 servers.
Chapter 0: The Historian Recounts the Collapse of the Ivory Tower
Summary of Thesis Preparation Research

The state of higher education and the built university is in a moment of crisis grounded in unconstrained progress. As breakthroughs in technological advancement occur, higher education has increasingly been entering the realm of the virtual, in the form of the Massive Open Online Course [MOOC]. It is becoming the next great experiment in the historical lineage of higher education. New and existing primarily in the virtual, the effects of an experiment such as the MOOC are difficult to determine. This thesis seeks to analyze virtual higher education through the theory of the Knowledge Accident, a framework, which, when implemented reveals the effects of the virtual on the built landscape within higher education. The temporal nature of the digital is generating, but also obscuring the detrimental effects on not just the built university, but higher education in general, shielded behind data generated illusions of progress and success. This theses caters to the virtual MOOC, becoming the design for its built infrastructure while exposing the accident of the virtual: its corrosive effects on meaning and place.

Shifts in the pedagogy of the built university have occurred with phases of United States history, colonialism, nationalism and globalization, reaching the point of the bursting of the “higher education bubble” within the United States; its unsustainability and massification. Presently, there are 2,455 for year universities
within the United States, an increase of 2,446 since the founding of the United States.

The period of colonialism (1775-83) saw the University as Elite Institution, inaccessible to all but the wealthy. The period of Nationalism in the United States created the foundations for public institutions of higher education, first proposed by Thomas Jefferson in 1779 through the Bill for the More General Diffusion of Knowledge, implemented in 1862. The bill expressed the need for secular education of the public as the ultimate protection from tyranny, with mass education being funded by the public regardless of wealth or birth. The system became a Jeffersonian meritocracy ideal over a natural wealth-based aristocracy.

Architecturally this system was based on the lecture hall and is integral to the built landscape of today’s universities. With government legislation such as the 1862 Morrill Land Act, public universities were formed, funded by the selling of federal land obtained through westward expansion. This would fund the creation of Public Universities through WWI, creating close to seventy Public Universities. During the same time period, the invention of the mass produced textbook and correspondence education was formed in 1840, setting the foundations for the massification and temporal nature of higher education, not dependent on physical location. The invention of the radio and the College of the Air in 1922 saw the first use of a technological medium to spread higher education to a mass audience, where the scale of campus could exist on a national and virtual scale as opposed to the physical and local space of the campus.
Significantly the time period after WWII became the Golden Age of the University, as well as the era of mass production of the university, with mass expansion occurring on multiple fronts, especially through technology. With the 1944 Serviceman’s Readjustment Act mass expansion occurred in terms of enrollment and campus growth. Socially, the college degree was increasingly seen as the pathway towards upwards mobility and the American Dream. From 1919 to 1944, higher education funding quadrupled to $2 billion, and enrollment tripled to 2.5 million students. By the end of the Cold War, enrollment would again roughly quadruple to 15 million students (today 20 million). The success of the university was seen politically and nationally as a way win the Cold War.

Today, this nationalism has shifted to a corporate, profit seeking approach to higher education. This era is the ultimate mass production of the university. The degree became increasingly standardized and mass produced, while the campus expanded into one of dormitory sprawl, disintegrating the identity of the individual campus. The rise of stadiums and student services turned the campus significantly into a service industry instead of one focused on academic progress. New companies like the University of Phoenix were founded and exist solely as a transitory university, located within anonymous office parks and the internet, relying on branding for its success. This is a hybrid model, a network of built and virtual. The buildings are anonymous; each location could and is anywhere, and can inhabit any space. This strategy is a precursor to the MOOC, founded in 2008, and completely virtual higher education. The building can be exchanged and replaced with the computer, smart phone and tablet.
The Knowledge Accident draws on a millennia-old evolution of the theory of the accident starting with Aristotle. However, it is the theory of the post-modern accident written about by Paul Virilio that begins to incorporate the era of man-made industrial and technological innovation. The accident becomes the unexpected, unknowable catastrophe of man-made technological innovation and too-rapid advancement. The massification of the accident due to instant and virtual connection and simultaneity is becoming more difficult to prevent or analyze. Innovation is occurring too quickly to be fully understood, and the accident is the unintended consequence of technological progress, shielded in the illusion of its perceived success. This effect is happening to the built landscape of higher education through the MOOC.

With the virtual and the MOOC, concepts of time and distance of the university begins to be eroded, an accelerated temporality, where the accident exists in the virtual, transcending place and boundary. The television, computer and internet has set the stage for mass instantaneous communication and mass-spectacle. The invention of the modern day smart phone in 2001 and the rise of 3G and 4G networks have allowed the virtual classroom to be accessible anywhere, in any place. This is the era in which massive virtual higher education is thriving. This shift to the virtual has set a path for a redefinition of “order” within the structure of higher education, from a top down hierarchical approach to a horizontal one where historically based definitions of real, boundaries and power structures are being disintegrated through the temporal nature of the cloud. Specifically in this thesis, the accident is the unintended disintegration of place of
virtual higher education. It represents how knowledge and the built landscape is being diminished by the standardization and synchronization of human activity and thought within the virtual and instant. Immediacy represents progress where success is measured in data and algorithms.

Technologically, it was not until 1950's that education through the television gained mass popularity, as non-traditional distance education in an era of an increasingly mobile population and rising costs of higher education. The rise of cable and 24 hour news channels launched the idea of visual and instant information that would then be seen with the internet. An individual no longer had to be present at a specific time but had the ability to watch ad re-watch at their leisure. This anonymity and lack of structure paved the way for the computer and internet as educational mediums beginning the in the 1980’s. With the invention of the personal computer, higher education adapted, incorporating the strategies of experiments in radio and television. The time period marked the speeding up and personalization of higher education tailored to the individual. By 1995 the invention of the internet allowed for the potential of the computer to be rapidly exploited, creating the framework for multiple universities to network and collaborate in creating online educational resources. In 2001, with the invention of the modern smart phone with internet capabilities, the user can now be completely mobile, and virtual education is enrolling millions. The framework for the MOOC encourages the virtual nomadism of the student, the service industry aspect of the built university, and is rapidly filling the void brought by the unsustainability of the traditional university. It is transcending existing regulations
and pedagogies in favor of an independent educational sovereignty, eliminating the university as knowledge giver, regulating its role to a glorified Wikipedia. Authenticity shifts from a hierarchical model of professor to student, to a horizontal and anonymous one, an instant network of peer to peer networks. The erosion of the importance of the actual physical university in favor of the virtual, creates a built framework that supports the internet as an infrastructural framework for learning. Instead of celebrating the lecture lecture hall, physical features that become important are the lines of fiber optic cables between internet exchange points. The individual no longer needs to be physically present. The ivory tower is relegated to one piece of the infrastructure of the internet and MOOC, another point within the scale-less fabric of the digital cloud. The role of the university drastically changes, catering to the illusions of progress of virtual higher education.

The virtual and the MOOC mechanizes higher education, a structure driven solely by a fierce desire for validation through data. Numeric success is shielding the harmful nature of the MOOC. Within the virtual data collection renders critical education obsolete, what was best exemplified nostalgically by the built landscape of the university. A project that “solves” on a local scale the intersection of the built with the virtual framework of the MOOC, in fact exposes the flaws of virtual higher education; the Knowledge Accident. The accident is the design of the built framework for virtual higher education, the mechanization and process driven nature of an industrialized university.
The Knowledge Accident is the fact that a university enrolling 6 million students can be spatially located within an area of 40 sq. ft of server space. With the knowledge the mass produced university can be independent from an architectural identity, this thesis seeks to explore architecture's role in this mechanized landscape and process of higher education and explore the mass production and commercialization of higher education on different scales of production and use.
Chapter 1:

40 sq. ft or 800 servers: Designing the Wasteland of the University. Drawings and Descriptions.

Fig. 1: An axonometric re-interpretation of Raphael's School of Athens. This painting exemplifies the view of the traditional built university and role of educators as "sage on a stage", or an expert expressing his knowledge to eager listeners (left image). With the rise of the massification of the built university, higher education becomes increasingly inaccessible (middle image). The last image is representational of how built space is less relevant to a system of higher education that can exist in the cloud.

All drawings produced by A. Rosenblatt.
Fig. 2: The Immediate Present: The landscape of the built university within Manhattan. This image shows the built university constrained by the street grid of Manhattan. The black voids are representative of the locations of the built university, or existing archipelagos of knowledge.
Fig. 3: The erosion of the street grid of Manhattan. With the advent of the digital, geographic boundaries of place become less relevant. The street grid of Manhattan is replaced by a ubiquitous grid, while boundaries of higher education still exist, more pronounced as archipelagos within the landscape.
Fig. 4: A representational diagram of the cloud overtaking the built landscape of higher education within Manhattan. The location of the built universities become dotted, and are overlaid with dot and lines representing the fact the individual student is no longer constrained by physical location. The student can become a drifter, learning from a handheld device.
Fig. 5: The continuation of the erosion of physical place. Higher education does not need to be limited to just a geographic area or built space. This diagram represents a rough network of the cloud over the landscape of Manhattan.
Fig. 6: The network of the digital. While users typically think the cloud exists in the virtual, the internet still has a large physical infrastructure that powers it. A query from a user in fact travels through the 3G network to a wireless access point, router, modem, through fiber optic lines, central offices, and internet exchange points, before the response to the query is sent to the user.
Fig. 7: Aerial Site Plan of Roosevelt Island. Roosevelt Island as the testing ground of architecture for Manhattan. Cornell University's Tech Campus is represented in its future completed state. The design for this thesis is represented adjacent, with the conveyor system spanning the East River to Manhattan.
Fig. 8: The Server Room. This 40 sq. ft server room is the powerhouse behind the built infrastructure of the virtual university. Connected to the cloud through fiber optic cables, the server powers the virtual university. The amount of staff necessary to maintain this scale of university is minimal.
Fig. 9: The New Ivory Tower. This image shows the delivery and storage of the 3-D print material, and its conversion into plastic filament for the 3-D printer. The procession in axis to the server room is also visible. The machine-like aspect of the new Ivory Tower is visible from Manhattan.
Fig. 10: A collage representing the various machines powering the built infrastructure on Roosevelt Island. The system of production is represented from delivery of plastic pellets, conversion to plastic filament, printing of the object on the 3-D printer, to delivery.
Fig. 11: Examples of 3-D printed objects produced and delivered as built landmarks and individual learning spaces of the virtual university.
Fig. 12: Site location where the 3-D printed object could be located within Manhattan. This vignette shows the 3-D printed object located within the abandoned ruin of Columbia University, projecting that virtual online education will replace the built landscape of the university.
Fig. 13: Site location where the 3-D printed object could be located within Manhattan. This vignette shows the 3-D printed object located within an alley in Manhattan.
Fig. 14: Site location where the 3-D printed object could be located within Manhattan. This vignette shows the 3-D printed object located within a formal garden.
Fig. 15: Site location where the 3-D printed object could be located within Manhattan. This vignette shows the 3-D printed object located within various brownstones and apartments. This image reflects the idea that virtual higher education and learning can take place within the home, and is not dependent on the space of the traditional built university.
Fig. 16: The return of the 3-D printed objects to Roosevelt Island. The objects are returned to the contoured landscape above the 3-D print factory. This landscape of unneeded objects emphasizes the spectacle of the mass produced nature of virtual higher education.
Fig. 17: The wasteland of higher education. The landscape above continues to be filled with returned 3-D printed objects. A continuous process of return even as the 3-D print factory expands across Roosevelt Island.
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